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CHASSIS 
FRONT PLATE BOLTS
6 = M10 X 30 GR 8.8
12 = M10 X 30 X 2.5 ZP WASHER
6 = M10 NYLOC NUT

TOWBAR MOUNT 
BOLTS
4 = M12 X 100 GR 8.8
8 = M12 ZP WASHER
4 = M12 NYLOC NUT
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Temporarily bolt up 5mm chassis plate
to rear of chassis.

Put RHS assembly up into chassis and
mark where bolts are situated on the

top of the RHS assembly.

Cut a 25mm diameter hole at the bolt
positions in the floor and slot 25mm

forward.

Remove bolts from rear of chassis (blue). 
Cut off M8 studs and nuts as shown (white).
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Remove the torx screw holding the centre
bumper plastic step cover in place.

Tack weld the RHS assembly to the
chassis plate while the assembly is

clamped up in the chassis.

Fully weld around chassis plate. Drill
rear of RHS assembly for M12 holes.

Tack weld doublers over holes. Repeat
these steps for the other side.

Paint and refit the RHS assemblies
back into the vehicle. Secure the

chassis plates with the original four M10
bolts, washers and nyloc nuts per side.
Also add additional supplied three M10
bolts, washers and nyloc nuts per side

to the lower holes.
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100mm

220mm

Up to crease.
Approx 80mm

Cut rear bumper to the dimensions shown. Use 1/2” drill for the top corners. 
Fit small pinch weld to the cut edge.
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Fit towbar up to the outside of the
chassis. The chassis rail will need to

be clamped inwards to fit the tow bar.
Secure with the supplied two M12 x 100
bolts, washers and nyloc nuts per side.
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Congratulations YOU HAVE 
FITTED Your NEW

FI1066 
WHITLOCK



C U S T O M E R  F E E D B A C K  P A G E

If any issues are found with following our instructions or fitment of our product, 
please fillout the section below with changes that we can make and email through 
toservice@whitlockbullbars.com.au or call 9796 4566.
Your feedback is appreciated!

Customer details:

Make:

Model:

Bull bar part no:


